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cantilever table · round top

Designed with collaborative workspaces
and events in mind, this is a flat pack
table with a sketching paper accessory.
The base uses flexible honeycomb
geometry to quickly fan open and
connect to itself via magnetic end panels.
The bases are made from paper or
textile, and paired with a tabletop made
from Carrara marble or a sustainable,
engineered wood. The brown and blue
paper bases are FSC® Certified, and the
MDF tabletops are SCS NAF (No Added
Formaldehyde) with a polyurethane satin
finish. The black MDF is dyed black all
the way through. The natural colour MDF
is Medex®, engineered for interior high
moisture areas and significantly exceeds
standard MDF physical properties.
T h e ro u n d t a b l e , a n i n h e re n t l y
democratic shape, is a place to share
ideas. A glass centerpiece doubles as
a pencil holder and spindle for a stack
of sketching circles. The sheets revolve
around the centrepiece as thoughts are
passed and developed between people.
When used for a dining table, the circles
and centrepiece can be removed or used
as a flower vase.
Multiple bases may be connected and
paired with modular tabletops to create
any length or shape of table.

Design by Stephanie Forsythe + Todd MacAllen
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cantilever tabletop material options:
•
natural brown MDF
•
black MDF
•
grey MDF
•
white Carrara marble

paper sketching circles accessory

glass pencil holder insert

cantilever table base material options:
•
natural brown paper
•
black paper
•
blue paper
•
white textile
•
aluminum textile

68.5cm (27.75in)

101cm (39.75in)

120cm (47in) Ø tabletop

softseat fanning stool to accompany
sitting-height table · available separately
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following an event or collaborative coworking session, the paper table collapses flat for easy storage and transport, returning
flexible space to its surroundings.
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a thicker, stiffer verion of the water resistant polyethylene non-woven textile used in softwall, along with a smaller cell structure,
gives the white cantilever table impressive weight bearing capacity. The robust paper base supports the same weight.
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a glass centerpiece acts as a pencil holder and spindle for sketching circles, or doubles as a flower vase.
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a sitting height cantilever table pairs with molo’s 18” tall fanning stools to make a dining or meeting table.
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the relaxed formality of a standing height table encourages coworkers and strangers alike to join together to collaborate.
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a twist on the office whiteboard, sketching circles add tactile engagement to the collaboration process. As sheets spin around
the table, ideas develop and grow.
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product

dimensions

sitting height
cantilever table
with 1200mm Ø top
68.5cm (27.75in)

120cm (47in) Ø

material + colour

product
weight*

shipping
weight*

product code

natural paper base + natural MDF top
black paper base + black MDF top
blue paper base + natural MDF top**
white textile base + grey MDF top**
white textile base + Carrara marble top**
aluminum textile base + natural MDF top**

27.3kg
30.1kg
30.1kg
37.1kg
74.7kg
37.1kg

60.5kg
63.4kg
63.4kg
58.7kg
108.0kg
58.7kg

M·CT·P·FSC·BR·27·MDF·47
M·CT·P·BK·27·BK·MDF·47
M·CT·P·FSC·BU·27·MDF·47
M·CT·T·WH·27·GR·MDF·47
M·CT·T·WH·27·MAR·47
M·CT·T·AL·27·MDF·47

31.1kg
32.2kg
32.2kg
39.2kg
76.8kg
39.2kg

67.3kg
68.4kg
68.4kg
63.7kg
113.0kg
63.7kg

M·CT·P·FSC·BR·39·MDF·47
M·CT·P·BK·39·BK·MDF·47
M·CT·P·FSC·BU·39·MDF·47
M·CT·T·WH·39·GR·MDF·47
M·CT·T·WH·39·MAR·47
M·CT·T·AL·39·MDF·47

ships palletized 122 x 122 x 50 centimeters
(48 x 48 x 19.75 inches)

101cm (49.75in)

120cm (47in) Ø

standing height
cantilever table
with 1200mm Ø top

natural paper base + natural MDF top
black paper base + black MDF top
blue paper base + natural MDF top**
white textile base + grey MDF top**
white textile base + Carrara marble top**
aluminum textile base + natural MDF top**
ships palletized 122 x 122 x 50 centimeters
(48 x 48 x 19.75 inches)

round table includes:
+ flexible honeycomb base
+ round 120 centimeter Ø (47 inch) top
+ large neoprene grip disc 81.3 centimeters Ø (32 inches)
+ glass pencil holder/vase
+ 400 sheets sketching circles

cantilever table bases and table tops can be ordered in colour
and material options other than the sets listed above.
Please inquire for pricing and more details.

* weights may vary
* weights may vary
** 12 - 18 week lead time may apply for indigo blue paper + white textile + aluminum textile cantilever table
** 12 - 18 weeks lead time may apply for indigo blue paper + white textile + aluminum textile cantilever table
only products identified with a ‘P·FSC’ signifier are FSC® certified (FSC® C158591)
only products identified with a ‘P·FSC’ signifier are FSC® certified (FSC® C158591)
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product

dimensions

cantilever table
sitting height
honeycomb base

93cm Ø (36.6in)

(17
.75
in)

68.5cm (27in)

45
cm

material + colour

product
weight*

shipping
weight*

product code

paper · natural brown
paper · black
paper · indigo blue**
textile · white (translucent)**
textile · aluminum**

14.1kg
16.9kg
16.9kg
12.2kg
12.4kg

15.2kg
18.0kg
18.0kg
13.3kg
13.5kg

M·CT·BASE·P·FSC·BR·27·37
M·CT·BASE·P·BK·27·37
M·CT·BASE·P·FSC·BU·27·37
M·CT·BASE·T·WH·27·37
M·CT·BASE·T·AL·27·37

20.8kg
21.9kg
21.9kg
17.3kg
17.5kg

21.9kg
23.0kg
23.0kg
18.4kg
18.6kg

M·CT·BASE·P·FSC·BR·39·37
M·CT·BASE·P·BK·39·37
M·CT·BASE·P·FSC·BU·39·37
M·CT·BASE·T·WH·39·37
M·CT·BASE·T·AL·39·37

0.8kg

1.5kg

M·SA·PENCIL·H

11.5kg

14.8kg

M·SA·SKETCH·P·WH·27

2.5kg

3.9kg

M·SA·PAD·FLT·GR·35

ships in box 89 x 48 x 15 centimeters
(35 x 18.9 x 5.9 inches)

paper · natural brown
paper · black
paper · indigo blue**
textile · white (translucent)**
textile · aluminum**

cantilever table
standing height
honeycomb base

99cm (39in)

ships in box 122 x 48 x 17 centimeters
(48 x 18.9 x 6.7 inches)

glass vase / spindle

glass
wood

accessory for cantilever table in
round arrangement

ships in tube 38 x 15 centimeters Ø
(15 x 6 inches Ø)

4cm Ø (1.5in)

10cm (4in)
20cm (8in)

paper sketching circles
400 sheets

paper · white
ships in box 69 x 69 x 7.5 centimeters
(30 x 30 x 3 inches)

68.5cm Ø (27in)

accessory for cantilever table in
round arrangement

4.6cm Ø hole (1.75in)

requires glass spindle (above)

wool felt pad
use wool felt pad as a soft top
to cantilever table in round
arrangement

natural grey felted wool
89 centimeters (35 inches)
89cm Ø (35in)

grip disc

shipping dimensions available upon request

large · 81.3centimeters Ø (32 inches)
for cantilever table fanned into round arrangement

P·SA·CT·DISC·32

neoprene grip disc incresases
friction between table top and
honeycomb base

* * weights
weightsmay
mayvary
vary
** 12 - 18 weeks lead time may apply for indigo blue paper + white textile + aluminum textile cantilever table
** 12 - 18 week lead time may apply for indigo blue paper + white textile + aluminum textile cantilever table
only products identified with a ‘P·FSC’ signifier are FSC® certified (FSC® C158591)
only products identified with a ‘P·FSC’ signifier are FSC® certified (FSC® C158591)
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